
Minecraft Trident: Enchantments, Recipe, And How To Farm
 
 
Since the Aquatic update (Java Edition 1.13) The Minecraft trident has been available in
Minecraft Java Edition as an uncommon drop from drowned enemies. The trident is among
the most powerful Minecraft weapons. It is a weapon that can be used in melee or combat
with range, and even the non-enchanted variant can be more powerful than a diamond blade
although its attack speed may be a little slower. Additionally, if you focus on your aim you can
throw a trident up to 80 blocks away. 
 
 
It is impossible to make a Minecraft trident, so it's impossible to find an underwater recipe for
this weapon. Instead, you'll need to find one from cold, soggy and dead hands of a Drowned
mob. This is one of the new zombies introduced by the Aquatic update. 
 
 
The trident is a weapon that can be used by mobs and as powerful as swords which makes it
a great weapon for your Minecraft adventure. However, you must be strong enough to pull
out the Drowned. We'll teach you how to create your own Minecraft trident, and also what
Minecraft enchantments can be used to improve it. 
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How do I get the Minecraft trident 
 
 
Go underwater and search for zombie mobs called Drowned. They can appear all over the
world with the trowel. To get a chance to see dropping a trident from them, you will need to
take on them. However, the chance is very low at 8.5%. 
 
 
However, if you're playing in Bedrock or Pocket Edition then there is the possibility that a
trident could drop from Drowned who don't have the trident, therefore it's worth killing any
Drowned you come across trying to get your hands on one of these. You can also use
Minecraft seeds to create underwater worlds to have a chance to produce Downed zombie
mobs. 
 
 
Related To this: You can go sailing on your own Minecraft boat 
 
 
Only 6.25% of Drowned Spires in Java Edition have a trident. The odds are slightly higher at
15 percent in Bedrock Edition. You can increase your chances of winning if you have the
Looting enchantment which is why you should go out with it to make your farming more
efficient. 
 
 
Minecraft trident repair 
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These drop rates make it difficult to obtain the Minecraft trident. You'll likely spend long hours
searching for one. Because of their random durability, you'll need to hunt down a few. To
repair a trident within Minecraft you just need to combine two tridents with an Anvil. 
 
 
More: How to make the best Minecraft XP farm 
 
 
A trident in Minecraft has the same durability as an iron sword 250. However, its durability
decreases by one point every use. You don't have to spend long hours searching for tridents.
You can enhance it by Mending to ensure that the durability is taken care. 
 
 
Java Edition Minecraft trident stats 
 
 
The trident can be utilized as an extremely powerful weapon that can be used for other uses.
It has an attack speed of 1.1 and an attack that is standard, causing nine points of damage.
Wind up a critical hit with the trident, and it can take off 13 points of damage. The ranged
attack can deal eight points of damage which is more than an uncharged bow shot but one
point less than a fully charged bow shot. 
 
 
Minecraft trident enchantments 
 
 
The other neat characteristic of the trident that it can hold unique magical effects. Here's an
exhaustive list of Minecraft trident-enchantments 
 
 
Loyalty - Tridents that are thrown return to the player after a couple of seconds. Channeling
when a trident is thrown hits a mob during an event of thunderstorm, a lightning bolt is
summoned, causing a ton of damage Riptide - throwing an trident under water or in rain can
transport the player to the surface, inflicting splash damage and impaling - deals additional
melee damage and ranged damage to aquatic creatures (not drowned). In Bedrock Edition
this buff extends to all mobs underwater or in the rain. - increases durability Mending - when
the trident is equipped any collected XP orbs can be used to repair the trident instead
increasing the player's XP curse of Vanishing - trident disappears upon the death of the
player. 
 
 
This is it. Everything you need to know in order to create your own Minecraft trident, and then
repair it. The trident is an effective weapon in the world of vanilla Minecraft. It's worth having.
To defeat enemies, you can also make and personalize a Minecraft shield. This is especially
useful if you're exploring the Minecraft Nether. 
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If you're looking to expand your Minecraft knowledge, then check out our cool Minecraft
houses list, or our list of Minecraft tower designs to get your creative juices flowing. For the
latest information about Minecraft Wild, you can also go to our Minecraft Wild release date
guide. 


